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Field Guide to Snakes and Other Reptiles of Southern Africa
Field Guide to the Land Snails and Slugs of Eastern South Africa
Taxonomy; Origin and distribution; Ecology; Uses; Descriptions of acacias; How to use this field guide; Dichotomous key to
Acacia species; Collecting Acacai specimens; Character matrix; Species descriptions; Exotic Acacia species; Pods grouped
by inflorescence type.

The Year Book and Guide to Southern Africa
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South African Animal Life
Field Guide to Rocks & Minerals of Southern Africa
Guide to Southern Africa
The Prime Origins Guide to Exploring Kruger
Every country of the world is covered in lavish detail plus hundreds of maps, charts, city plans and color photographs on
countries around the world. There are maps, contact addresses and general information on population, geography,
government, language, religion, communications, timatic information, and more, aids for travel in this 23rd edition of World
Travel Guide.

National Parks and Nature Reserves: A South African Field Guide
The Emigrants' Guide to South Africa, Including Cape Colony, the Diamond Fields,
Bechuanaland Transvaal, the Goldfields, Natal, the Orange Free State, and the Territories of
the British South Africa Co. Containing a Mass of Useful and Valuable Information, with Map
Southern Africa’s rocks span an enormous time period and the region boasts a wealth of mineral deposits. This handy
pocket guide presents a selection of the most common, fascinating and important rock and mineral species to be found
here. Each entry includes:  full-colour photographs  a concise description  uses, both historic and current, and  detailed
information on where in the region species are found. The physical and diagnostic characteristics of each mineral are
summarized in tinted panels, and handy icons show other important information at a glance. In addition, the rock section
discusses how the three main rock types form. A comprehensive glossary explains difficult technical terms. Compact and
easy-to-use, the Pocket Guide – Rocks & Minerals of Southern Africa will be invaluable both to amateur geologists and
budding collectors.
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South African Journal of Geology
Discovery Guide to Zimbabwe
Mapungubwe, Ancient Bantu Civilization on the Limpopo: Reports on excavations at
Mapungubwe (Northern Transvaal) from February 1933 to June 1935, edited by Leo Fouché
Rowland Ward's Pocket Field Guide to the Larger Mammals of Africa
Field Guide to the Acacias of Zimbabwe
Presents a guide to places to stay, eat, explore, view wildlife, and play in South Africa with background information on the
country and its culture and maps and photographs to help plan a trip.

Knowledge Review
Reference Guide to Russian Literature
South Africa's Top Sites
First Published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

World Travel Guide
Field Guide to Rocks and Minerals of Southern Africa is the first definitive field guide to document the common, rare and
unusual rocks and minerals of South Africa, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Swaziland and also southern
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Mozambique. Supported by more than 500 full-colour photographs, the text describes in detail a wide range of the region's
common and attractive rocks and minerals. Authoritative information is presented in a user-friendly manner and is
enlivened by box and panel features. It will appeal to mineral collectors, geologists, gemologists, students, and anyone with
an interest in the natural environment.

Guide to Hydrological Practices: Management of water resources and application of
hydrological practices
Guide to the Transvaal
The Guide to South Africa
Guide to Funding for International & Foreign Programs
The South and East African Year Book & Guide
This book is a unique and indispensable guide to the hidden treasures of 43 of South Africa’s best and most accessible
national parks, nature reserves and wilderness areas. Included are more than 900 photographs, 140 detailed park, locator,
provincial and vegetation maps, and a 31-page photographic guide that aids identification of wildlife and vegetation.
Organised by province, the conservation areas are comprehensively described, covering history, location, landscape,
geology, vegetation and wildlife – most notably mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and insects. Information panels
list the highlights of each park or reserve, and provide key facts about wildlife, climate, facilities and activities, as well as
critical warnings for visitors. Some 195 free checklists for the parks and reserves covered in the book can be downloaded at
www.parksandreserves.co.za Chris and Mathilde Stuart, field ecologist and medical doctor respectively, work in the fields of
biodiversity surveying, travel, photography and filming. They have written numerous books, including Field Guide to the
Mammals of Southern Africa, Pocket Guide to Mammals of East Africa and Dangerous Creatures of Africa, all published by
Random House Struik, as well as scientific papers and popular articles on a wide range of topics.
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Barclays Business Guide to Botswana
Grantmakers featured in this Guide provide funding for international relief, disaster assistance, human rights, civil liberties,
community development. conferences, and education. This Guide includes more than 1,400 grantmakers and 9,300 sample
grants.

The Guide to Rhodesia
Special Guide
The herpetological studies in southern Africa have undergone a renaissance sine the original Field Guide to the Snakes and
Other Reptiles of Southern Africa was published more than a decade ago. 83 new species have been discovered in that
time, a rate of one every 44 days.

Africa Guide 1984
A Guide to Zimbabwe
Fodor's the Complete Guide to African Safaris
A revised edition of Africa North of the Limpopo: the Imperial Experience since 1800, North of the Limpopo does not end
with the passing of the formal imperial era, but goes beyond this to take in the situation in independent Africa after the
withdrawal of the colonial powers. Throughout the book the authors have striven to achieve a balance between European
activity and African initiatives and responses in Africa. Part 1 of this book covers events in Africa to the end of the
partitioning period, which almost coincides with the end of the nineteenth century. Part 2 deals with events in the twentieth
century. Like the previous edition, this is a textbook for South African students, but contains little on South African history,
as the title indicates.

The Tourism Blueprint Reference Guide to the Nine Provinces of South Africa & Including
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Lesotho and Swaziland
Guide to the Civil Service
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature
Pocket Guide to Rocks & Minerals of southern Africa
Year Book and Buyers' Guide
Botswana, an Economic Survey and Businessman's Guide
Spiritual travel is an area of growth as more and more people seek refuge from the materialism and superficiality of life in
the post-modern world. Spiritual travel includes pilgrimage to sacred sites, religious retreats, or simply visits to places
associated with the great religions of the world.

North of the Limpopo
The Rough Guide to South Africa
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with the purchase of this guidebook! Go
to fodors.com for details. Written by local experts, Fodor's travel guides have been offering advice and professionally vetted
recommendations for all tastes and budgets for 80 years. Fodor’s correspondents highlight the best African safari
destinations in both eastern and southern Africa. Travelers will be able to determine which African safari destination is best
for them and plan their trip step by step starting months before departure up to the day of arrival. We cover the best local
and international safari tour operators with information on how to create a dream safari, whether it's a luxury, bespoke
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experience, or a rustic in-the-bush excursion. Plus, Fodor's reveals the best beaches for must-needed post-safari relaxation.
More in-depth planning information is given for popular gorilla treks in Rwanda and Uganda. This travel guide includes: •UPTO-DATE COVERAGE: New recommendations include the best new safari camps and tour operators •ILLUSTRATED
FEATURES: Special full-color "Fodor's Features" throughout the guide provide rich information on the Big Five, the Great
Migration, the Dunes of Namibia, and African culture. Gorgeous photos throughout, many by Fodor's travelers, provide
endless inspiration. •INDISPENSABLE TRIP PLANNING TOOLS: Travelers can discover details about animals and birds,
including the Big Five, with checklists for each country. Fodor's offers a hierarchy of safari parks in each country, with
detailed lodging options, and compare tour operators with an easy-to-read chart broken down by experience, expertise, and
clientele. Internet resources, a planning timeline, packing lists, must-ask questions, and information on what to expect after
arrival are provided in easy-to-use, compact features. •DISCERNING RECOMMENDATIONS: Fodor's The Complete Guide to
African Safaris offers well-informed advice and recommendations from expert and local writers to help travelers make the
most of their time. Fodor's Choice designates our best picks, from hotels to nightlife. •COVERS: South Africa, Kenya,
Tanzania, Botswana, Namibia, Rwanda, Uganda, Victoria Falls, South African Wine Country, Zanzibar, Kruger National Park,
Skeleton Coast, Victoria Falls, Okavango Delta, Serengeti National Park, and Mount Kilimanjaro

The Year Book and Guide to Southern Africa
World Travel Guide
The Guide to South and East Africa
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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